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Conditional generation of arbitrary multimode entangled states of light with linear optics
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We propose a universal scheme for the probabilistic generation of an arbitrary multimode entangled state of
light with finite expansion in Fock basis. The suggested setup involves passive linear optics, single-photon
sources, strong coherent laser beams, and photodetectors with single-photon resolution. The efficiency of this
setup may be greatly enhanced if, in addition, a quantum memory is available.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The generation of nonclassical states of light is one of
primary research areas in quantum optics. In particular,
preparation ofentangledstates of light has attracted a co
siderable amount of attention recently, since these states
been identified as a key resource in quantum-informa
processing@1#. Such states would, for example, be needed
multiparty quantum-communication protocols such as qu
tum secret sharing@2–4#. Also, the realization of quantum
error correcting codes based on qubits encoded in harm
oscillators@5# would require highly complex light states. Th
preparation of entangled light states is also important
investigating the foundations of quantum mechanics. Cer
two-mode entangled states have been shown to yield a st
violation of Bell-CHSH inequalities when Alice and Bo
perform balanced homodyne measurements followed by
appropriate binning@6#, while other light states may be nec
essary to exhibit Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger paradoxes
ing homodyne measurements@7#. Finally, multimode en-
tangled states of light also have applications in ultrah
precision measurements@8–11# and quantum optical lithog
raphy @12–14#.

The kinds of interactions between light fields that are
perimentally accessible are rather limited, thereby restric
the class of quantum states of the optical field that can
generated in the lab. However, this class can be significa
extended if one considers probabilistic generation schem
whose success is conditioned on the detection of a partic
outcome of a measurement performed on some ancilla
tem. Schemes for the probabilistic preparation of Fock sta
@15#, arbitrary superpositions of Fock states of single-mo
field @16,17#, or superpositions of classically distinguishab
states@18,19# have been found. In addition, several schem
for the generation of two-modeN-photon path-entangled
states have been suggested@20–24#, which may be useful to
enhance the precision of quantum interferometric setups
the experimental side, the conditional preparation of a sin
photon Fock state with negative Wigner function has
cently been reported@25#, suggesting that more comple
conditional generation schemes may become feasible in
future.

All the above-mentioned schemes are nevertheless q
restrictive, in the sense that they are capable to prepare
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single-mode states or some particular class of two-m
states~such as theN-photon states!. In this paper, we design
a truly universalscheme, which can be used to probabilis
cally generate anarbitrary multimode entangled state o
light, provided that each mode does not contain more thaN
photons, whereN is an arbitrary but finite integer. The re
sources required for the present scheme comprise pas
linear optical elements~beam splitters and phase shifters!,
single-photon sources, strong coherent laser beams, and
todetectors. It is now well known that linear optics and sing
photons are sufficient resources for performing univer
quantum computing@26–31#, so our proposal provides an
other illustration of the surprising versatility and power
this paradigm. Our work may have some important appli
tions in view of the numerous possible utilizations of com
plex multimode states of light outlined above.

Note that, very recently, Clausenet al. suggested a
scheme for approximate conditional implementation of g
eral single-mode or multimode operators acting on state
traveling optical field@32#. The scheme described in Re
@32# is also based on linear optics and may be in princi
used for ~approximate! quantum-state preparation. We em
phasize, however, that the approach proposed in the pre
paper conceptually differs from that of Ref.@32#. We are
primarily interested in exact state preparation and our se
is specifically tailored for that purpose.

We will first explain all the essential features of the sta
preparation procedure on the simplest yet nontrivial exam
of two-mode entangled state that is formed by a superp
tion of two product states,

uc&AB5qf u f &Au f 8&B1qgeiuug&Aug8&B , ~1!

whereu f &, u f 8&, ug&, and ug8& are normalized states andqf
andqg are real. Then we will generalize the preparation p
cedure and design a scheme for the generation of arbit
multimode entangled states of light.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we propo
a method to probabilistically generate the two-mode
tangled state~1! with the help of passive linear optics, single
photon sources, strong coherent laser fields, and photod
tors. The performance of the scheme under reali
conditions is discussed in Sec. III, where the effects of i
perfect detectors and single-photon sources are analyze
©2003 The American Physical Society25-1
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Sec. IV we shall extend the scheme to allow for more th
two modes and more than two terms in the superposition.
will thus design a universal device that enables one to c
ditionally prepare an arbitrary multimode state of light. F
nally, the conclusions are drawn in Sec. V.

II. CONDITIONAL GENERATION OF TWO-MODE
ENTANGLED STATES

Let us first note that, in order to simplify the notation, w
shall omit the normalization factors in front of the quantu
states in what follows.

Since the stateuc&AB is rather complicated, we divide it
preparation into several steps. The main simplification ste
from the observation that the entangled state~1! can be pre-
pared by means of entanglement swapping@33–35# if we
possess the two three-mode states

uf&A5u f &A1
uV&A2

1ug&A1
uH&A2

, ~2!

uf8&B5u f 8&B1
uV&B2

1ug8&B1
uH&B2

, ~3!

where uV& and uH& denote the state of a single photon
spatial modeA2 ~or B2) that is polarized vertically or hori-
zontally, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1, we easily obta
state~1! from the stateuf&Auf8&B if we project the single
photons in spatial modesA2 andB2 onto the entangled stat

uF&5qf uV&uV&1qge2 iuuH&uH&. ~4!

Without loss of generality, we may assume thatqg.qf . This
projection may be accomplished by first applying a fil
uV&→qf /qguV&, uH&→uH& to one of the photons, followed
by projection onto the Bell stateuV&uV&1e2 iuuH&uH&. The
filter F ~see Fig. 1! can be implemented by a single bea
splitter that is fully transparent for horizontally polarize
photons and partially reflects vertically polarized photons
described by amplitude transmittancestH51, tV5qf /qg .
The filtering succeeds if the photodetector PDF does not de-
tect any photon.

The entanglement swapping yields the target state~1! for
arbitraryu f &, ug&, u f 8&, andug8&. The generation of state~1!

FIG. 1. Schematic of the setup for the generation of the
tangled state~1! via entanglement swapping. The two mod
emerging from the quantum nondemolition~QND! measurement
devices are combined on a balanced beam splitter and the swa
succeeds when each photodetector~PD! detects exactly one photon
The wave plates~WP! and the filter~F! transform the projection on
the entangled state~4! into the projection on the singlet stat
uVH&2uHV&. The filtering succeeds if PDF does not detect any
photon. The boxes denoted Alice and Bob correspond to the s
depicted in Fig. 2.
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thus boils down to the preparation of the entangled state~2!.
@State~3! can be prepared similarly.# This latter task will be
accomplished with the help of a quantum nondemoliti
~QND! measurement of a single photon, which creates
tanglement. The preparation procedure specified be
works with a finite probability of success only if all the stat
appearing in Eq.~1! have finite expansions in Fock sta
basis. From now on we therefore assume that the statesu f &,
ug&, u f 8&, andug8& contain no more thanN photons, whereN
is arbitrary but finite integer, and we can write

u f &5 (
n50

N

f nun&, ug&5 (
n50

N

gnun&. ~5!

Hereun& denotes then-photon Fock state and similar expa
sions hold also foru f 8& and ug8&.

A. QND measurement

The proposed setup is depicted in Fig. 2. The input po
ization modes 1V and 1H are prepared in the pure single
mode statesu f̃ & and ug̃& that contain no more thanN11
photons,

u f̃ &5 (
n50

N11

f̃ nun&, ug̃&5 (
n50

N11

g̃nun&. ~6!

States~6! are, of course, closely related to the statesu f & and
ug& appearing in Eq.~2!. The exact relationship betwee
them will be specified later. Note that it was shown by Dak
et al. @17# that the single-mode states~6! can be probabilis-
tically generated with the help of passive linear optic
single-photon sources, strong coherent laser pulses, and
todetectors with single-photon sensitivity.

-

ing

up FIG. 2. Setup for the conditional generation of the entang
state ~2!. The polarizing beam splitter PBS1 transmits vertically
polarized photons and reflects horizontally polarized ones. The
labeled as QND performs the quantum nondemolition measurem
of the photon number in the spatial mode while preserving
polarization state of the photon, see Fig. 3. The polarizing be
splitter PBS2 partially reflects and partially transmits both vertical
and horizontally polarized photons. BS1 is a usual beam splitter an
PD denotes photodetector with single-photon sensitivity.
5-2
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CONDITIONAL GENERATION OF ARBITRARY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A68, 042325 ~2003!
As shown in Fig. 2, the input beam containing the sta
u f̃ & andug̃& in theV andH polarization modes impinges on
beam splitter BS1 with transmittancet1 and reflectancer 1.
The purpose of this beam splitter is to separate a single p
ton from one of the input states and thus create entan
ment. Of course, BS1 may separate more than one photon
no photon at all. Therefore we must verify that there is e
actly a single photon present in the output spatial mode
without disturbing its polarization state. Such QND measu
ments of a single photon have been recently thoroughly
cussed in Ref.@36# where several schemes have been p
posed and analyzed.

One possible method relies on teleportation@37,38#. We
have to first prepare the ‘‘event-ready’’ singlet stateuVH&34
2uHV&34 in the auxiliary modes 3 and 4. This can be do
with the help of the conditional Controlled-NOT ~CNOT! gate
for photonic qubits@26# or using the schemes proposed
Refs. @39,40#. Then we teleport the polarization state of
photon in mode 2 onto the photon in mode 4 by perform
a Bell measurement on modes 2 and 3. This measurem
should be carried out with two detectors that are capabl
resolve the number of photons. If exactly two photons
detected in coincidence at the two detectors, then we kn
that there was a single photon in mode 2 and its polariza
state has been coherently transferred onto the state of a s
photon in mode 4.

Kok et al. also proposed QND measurement schemes
do not requirea priori entanglement@36#. For our purposes it
suffices to employ the simple interferometric scheme
picted in Fig. 3 which performs a partial QND photon num
ber measurement. The coincident detection of a single p
ton in detectors PD1 and PD2 indicates that there was at lea
one photon in the input mode. Moreover, if there wasexactly
a single photon at the input, then its polarization state
unperturbed by the measurement. The probability of succ
ful QND measurement of a single photon provided that th
is a single photon in the spatial mode 2 is equal to 1/8. In
preparation scheme shown in Fig. 1 the two QND measu
ments are followed by the entanglement swapping that s

FIG. 3. Interferometric scheme for a QND measurement o
single photon@36#. BS denotes beam splitters. PBS denotes po
izing beam splitters that transmit horizontally polarized photons
reflect vertically polarized photons.R90 is a waveplate that rotate
polarization state by 90°.
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ceeds only if each photodetector in Fig. 1 detects exactly
photon. In this way we select the events when there is
actly a single photon in each modeA2 andB2.

The state after the QND measurement can be written
the form

ufQND&5B1u f̃ &1VB0ug̃&1HuV&21B0u f̃ &1VB1ug̃&1HuH&2 ,
~7!

where the nonunitary operatorsB0 andB1 describe removal
of none or a single photon at BS1, respectively,

B05 (
n50

`

t1
nun&^nu,

B15 (
n50

`

An11 t1
nr 1un&^n11u. ~8!

B. Quantum erasure

The QND measurement has thus created the entan
ment. Still,Bj u f̃ & andBj ug̃& are states of two different polar
ization modes whileu f & and ug& in Eq. ~2! are states of a
single mode. We achieve this by erasing the informati
about the polarization. This is done with the help of a pol
izing beam splitter PBS2, see Fig. 2. The beam splitter i
rotated such that it combines theV andH polarizations. If we
associate the annihilation operatorsa1V and a1H with the
modes 1V and 1H, then the transformation carried out b
PBS2 is given by

a1X5r 2a1V1t2a1H ,

a1Y5r 2a1H2t2a1V , ~9!

where the polarization modes 1X and 1Y arespatially sepa-
rated at the output of PBS2 as indicated in Fig. 2. The eras
ing succeeds if and only if the detector PD placed on theY
mode does not detect any photon, which ensures tha
photons have been transmitted to the linearly polarized o
put mode 1X.

Since the input states do not contain more thanN11
photons each and since a single photon was subtracte
BS1, the state after erasure of the polarization informat
reads

ufPBS&5 (
n50

2N11

~ f nun&uV&1gnun&uH&), ~10!

where the output complex amplitudesf n andgn are given by
the following formula:

f n5 (
k50

n

Ak11AS n

kD t1
nr 1r 2

kt2
n2k f̃ k11g̃n2k ,

gn5 (
k50

n

Ak11AS n

kD t1
nr 1r 2

n2kt2
kg̃k11 f̃ n2k . ~11!
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It follows that we can fix the values of output coefficien
f n by properly choosing the complex amplitudes of the inp
states. We have the recurrence equations

f̃ n115
f n2Fn

An11t1
nr 1r 2

ng̃0

,

Fn5 (
k50

n21

Ak11AS n

kD t1
nr 1r 2

kt2
n2k f̃ k11g̃n2k , ~12!

and a similar formula holds forg̃n11. The amplitudesf̃ n11

and g̃n11 are calculated as follows. First, some nonzero v
ues for f̃ 0 and g̃0 are chosen. Then one uses repeatedly
~12! to calculatef̃ n11 and g̃n11 from f̃ k and g̃k , 0<k<n,
and the iterations stop atn5N.

We have thus almost obtained state~2!. However, while
the effective statesu f & and ug& in Eq. ~10! have the correct
structure in the subspace spanned by the firstN11 Fock
statesu0&,u1&, . . . ,uN&, they also contain an unwanted tail
the subspace spanned by the Fock statesuN11&, . . . ,u2N
11&.

C. Quantum-state truncation

The last step in our scheme is to get rid of that tail. We
so with the help of quantum scissors@41–45#, which project
the state in the mode 1 onto the subspace spanned by the
N11 Fock states. This action is formally described by t
projectorPQS5(n50

N un&^nu. After this truncation, we finally
obtain the target entangled state~2! in the output modesA1
andA2 of our device.

The quantum scissors have been discussed in deta
several recent papers@41–45#. The schemes proposed the
can be implemented with the use of linear optics, sing
photon sources, and photodetectors. The setup that we
briefly describe in the present paper is depicted in Fig. 4~for
more details, see Refs.@41,42#!. The modes 2 and 3 ar
prepared in a pureN-photon two-mode entangled state

uc&235 (
k50

N

ckuk&2uN2k&3 . ~13!

It was shown recently that these states may be condition
generated with the help of linear optics, single-phot
sources, and photodetectors@20–23#. We then combine the

FIG. 4. Quantum scissors~see Refs.@41,42#!.
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modes 1 and 2 on a balanced beam splitter and measur
number of photons in output modes 1 and 2 by means of
photodetectors PD1 and PD2 with single-photon resolution
The truncation is a conditional operation that succeeds w
a particular measurement outcome has been detected, sa
photons at PD1 andN photons at PD2, which we denote as
(0,N). Note that one could also consider other detect
events, but the total number of photons detected by the p
todetectors should be equal toN. The quantum scissors i
essentially a quantum-state teleportation in the subspac
the first N11 Fock states, where state~13! serves as the
quantum channel, and the Bell-type measurement is car
out with the use of the beam splitter in Fig. 4 that couples
modes 1 and 2.

For the particular choice of the detection event (0,N), and
assuming a balanced beam splitter, one finds that

ck5APQS

Ak! ~N2k!!

22N/2AN!
~14!

should hold@42#, where

PQS5S (
k50

N
k! ~N2k!!

22NN!
D 21

~15!

is the probability of the successful quantum-state trunca
that projects onto the subspace spanned byu0&,u1&, . . . ,uN&.

III. THE INFLUENCE OF IMPERFECTIONS

In our discussion so far we have assumed that the setu
constructed from perfect components. However, in reality
components will never be perfect, and any attempt to exp
mentally demonstrate the operation of the present sch
will have to deal with various errors and imperfections. It
therefore essential to investigate the behavior of the se
under more realistic conditions.

Before discussing the specific sources of possible er
that may occur, let us make some general observations. Q
generally, we can quantify the performance of a quantu
information processing device by the fidelityF. Suppose the
input of the device is a pure stateuc in&. Ideally, the device
should produce~with some probability! an output state
ucout&. However, due to the errors, the output~generally
mixed! staterout differs from the expected ideal outcom
and the fidelity is defined asF5^couturoutucout&. Now the
setup depicted in Figs. 1 and 2 can be viewed as a chai
several blocks, and we can associate the fidelityF j with j th
block. These blocks include, for instance, the devices
preparation of input single-mode statesu f̃ & and ug̃&, the
quantum entangler shown in Fig. 2, and the final entang
ment swapping operation. The total fidelityF tot of the
quantum-state preparation can be then roughly estimate
the product of the fidelities of each block,

F tot.F1F2•••Fk , ~16!

wherek is the number of the basic building blocks.
5-4
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CONDITIONAL GENERATION OF ARBITRARY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A68, 042325 ~2003!
What may reduce the fidelity? Two main sources of err
can be identified. First, the photodetectors with single-pho
resolution and unit efficiencyh51 are not currently avail-
able. Second, perfect single-photon sources are not curre
available. We investigate the effect of each type of imperf
tion in turn.

We first consider imperfect detectors. The commercia
available avalanche photodiodes usually employed in the
periments exhibit single-photon sensitivity but not a sing
photon resolution~see, however Refs.@46–48#!. The out-
come of the measurement is dichotomic: either a ‘‘click’’
‘‘no click.’’ Moreover, the typical detection efficiencies ar
of the order of 50% and the highest reported efficiency of
single-photon detector ishmax'88% @48,49#.

The fact that the photodiodes are not able to distingu
the number of incoming photons is not a serious limitat
and this drawback can be circumvented. A series of rec
experiments demonstrated that it is possible to simulate
tectors with single-photon resolution by splitting the lig
beam into many beams that are detected by many dete
@50–53#. If the average number of photons in the beam i
pinging on each detector is much lower than one, then
number of observed clicks gives a very good estimate of
number of photons. In practice, the splitting is performed
means of fiber couplers and strongly unbalanced Ma
Zehnder interferometers, which allow us to divide the sig
into many time bins. The performance of these measu
apparatuses is limited mainly by the efficiency of the pho
detectors. The different outcomes of such a measuring de
are the numbern of detectors that click. To them are asso
ated positive-operator-valued measures elementsPn . If n is
much smaller than the number of detectors, thenPn can be
approximated by

Pn5 (
m>n

S m

n Dhn~12h!m2num&^mu. ~17!

To give an explicit example how the fidelity is influence
by the nonunit detector efficiency, we have carried out
explicit calculation ofF for the entangling device depicted i
Fig. 2. We have chosen simple but nontrivial target sta
u f &5u0& and ug&5u1&. Assuming that all the beam splitter
in the setup are balanced (r 5t51/A2), the corresponding
input single-mode statesu f̃ & and ug̃& read

u f̃ &5
1

A3
~ u0&1A2u1&), ug̃&5

1

A5
~ u0&12u2&).

~18!

In this case the quantum scissors can be implemented
just a single auxiliary photon split on a balanced beam sp
ter becauseuc&235(u01&1u10&)/A2. We further assume tha
the QND measurement is carried out with the use of
simple interferometric device shown in Fig. 3. In agreem
with our definition of the fidelity we assume that the inp
states~18! are perfect. Ideally, the output of the device
Fig. 2 should be
04232
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u0&A1
uV&A2

1u1&A1
uH&A2

1uf&A1A2
, ~19!

where the stateuf&A1A2
has more than one photon in mod

A2. Note thatuf&A1A2
arises because we use the partial QN

measurement scheme depicted in Fig. 3. The tailuf&A1A2
is

removed during the final entanglement swapping proced
see Fig. 1 and the discussion in Sec. II A.

The setup involves altogether eight different modes a
five photodetectors~two for QND, two for quantum scissors
and one for information erasure!. We have numerically cal-
culated the dependence of the fidelity onh and the results
are given in Fig. 5. AlthoughF decreases with decreasingh,
the reduction of the fidelity is perhaps not as severe as
might expect, given the relatively large number~five! of de-
tectors involved. Of course, since the total fidelity is appro
mately product of fidelities of the building blocks, see E
~16!, a reliable operation of the whole scheme would requ
detectors with efficiencies of about 95%.

The second main source of errors is the necessity to
vide auxiliary single photons on demand. The fabrication
a reliable single-photon source is one of the holy grails
quantum optics. Currently available triggered single-pho
sources operating by means of fluorescence from a si
molecule@54#, a single quantum dot@55–57#, or a nitrogen-
vacancy center in a diamond@58# exhibit significantly sub-
Poissonian statistics, with tenfold or even higher suppress
of two-photon emission in comparison to the coherent lig
with the same mean photon number. Instead of those n
sources of single photons one could also utilize single p
tons conditionally prepared from photon pairs generated
means of spontaneous parametric down-conversion@59#. If a
single idler photon is detected then the signal beam collap
to a single-photon state@25#. However, the experimentally
observed correlations between signal and idler photons
never perfect. These problems are quite generic. Altho
the triggered single-photon source@54–58# may emit a
single photon each time a button is pressed, the main d
culty is to collect the emitted photon into a single well d
fined spatiotemporal mode. In practice, only a fractionR
,1 of the emitted photons is collected and detected.

FIG. 5. The dependence of the fidelity of the entangling dev
shown in Fig. 2 on the efficiency of the photodetectorsh. See text
for more details.
5-5
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We model the imperfect single-photon source as a sou
that emits a single photon with probabilityR and does not
emit any photon with probability 12R. For the particular
example, we have calculated how the fidelity of the dev
shown in Fig. 2 depends onR, assuming ideal photodetecto
and perfect input states~18!. The obtained dependenceF(R)
was quite similar to the dependenceF(h) given in Fig. 5,
which indicates thatR.95% would be required for a reli
able operation of the quantum-state entangler.

We can conclude that highly efficient photodetectors a
single-photon sources are necessary for the reliable oper
of the device proposed in this paper. This is hardly surpris
because the suggested experimental setup consists of a
number of photodetectors and auxiliary single-pho
sources. We have seen, however, that small errors and
ficiencies of the order of several percent can be tolerated
do not significantly degrade the functionality of the devic

IV. GENERAL SCHEME

Up to now we have considered the generation of a tw
mode state that consists of a superposition of two prod
states. In this section we shall generalize our scheme in
eral ways.

A. M-mode entangled state

First, we will discuss the preparation of aM-mode en-
tangled state which has a form limited to the superposition
two product states, namely,

uc&5u f 1&u f 2&•••u f M&1eiuug1&ug2&•••ugM&. ~20!

To prepare this state, we first generateM states

uf j&5u f j&uV&1ugj&uH& ~21!

as before, and then project theM single photons onto the
maximally entangled state

uCGHZ&5uVV•••V&1e2 iuuHH•••H&. ~22!

This projection can be performed with the Greenberg
Horne-Zeilinger~GHZ! state analyzer described by Pan a
Zeilinger @60#. This analyzer consists of polarizing bea
splitters, half-wave plates, and photodetectors allows on
distinguish two GHZ states ofM qubits.

B. Arbitrary two-mode entangled states

Our second generalization extends the preparation pr
dure to two-mode states that are superpositions ofd product
states,

uc&AB5(
j 51

d

qje
iu j u f j&Augj&B . ~23!

Obviously, a natural strategy is to prepare this state
d-dimensional entanglement swapping from two states of
form
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uf&AC5(
j 51

d

u f j&Au1&Cj
, uf8&BD5(

j 51

d

ugj&Bu1&D j
,

~24!

where u1&Cj
denotes a state of a single photon in theCj th

auxiliary spatial mode. The stateuc&AB is obtained by pro-
jecting the modesCj and D j onto a two-photon entangle
state

(
j 51

d

qje
2 iu j u1&Cj

u1&D j
. ~25!

To prepare states~24!, we proceed essentially as in Sec.
The extended scheme is depicted in Fig. 6. Initially,d spatial
modes are prepared in statesu f̃ j&. The array ofd beam split-
ters BSj extracts, with a certain probability, a single photo
We must verify the presence of exactly one single photon
total in the modes 18, . . . ,d8 while preserving the coherenc
among these modes by performing a QND measurem
This can be accomplished byd-dimensional teleportation
similarly as discussed in Sec. II. However, this time we ne
to teleport a qudit encoded as a state of a single photond
spatial modes. Fortunately, it was shown recently that
probabilistic gates for quantum computing with linear opt
@26–30#, which were introduced for qubits, can be eas
extended to qudits@61#. This means that all the necessa
manipulations, such as the generation of maximally
tangled state of two qudits, Bell measurement, and the p
jection onto state~25!, can be probabilistically carried ou
with the resources that we assume here.

After the QND measurement, we must erase the spa
information contained in the resulting state

ucQND&5(
j 51

d S )
k51

d

Bd j ,k
u f̃ k& D u1& j , ~26!

FIG. 6. Scheme for conditional generation of the entangled s
~24!. The erasing of the spatial information is achieved conditio
ally on no photon being detected at thed21 photodetectors PD.
5-6
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whereBj are given by Eq.~8!. This is done by the secon
array ofd21 beam splitters indicated by the shaded zone
Fig. 6. The erasure succeeds when the detectors PD do
detect any photons. The preparation is finished by the ap
cation of the quantum scissors that truncate the Fock s
expansion of the output state atN photons.

Suppose that the output mode after erasing is a balan
linear superposition of alld modes

aout5
1

Ad
(
j 51

d

aj . ~27!

The complex amplitudes of the statesu f j&5(nf j ,nun& can
then be expressed in terms of the complex amplitudes of
input statesf̃ j ,n as follows:

f j ,n5An!
t1
nr 1

dn/2 (
n

8 Anj11
f̃ j ,nj 11

Anj !
)
kÞ j

f̃ k,nk

Ank!
, ~28!

where the prime indicates summation over alln
5(n1 , . . . ,nd) satisfying the constraint(k51

d nk5n. Note
that formula~28! may be easily inverted and we can dete
mine the complex amplitudesf̃ j ,k of the input states for any
given prescribed output statesu f j&.

C. Universal scheme

Finally, we point out that those two generalizations can
combined and we can thus generate an arbitrary multim
entangled state of light where each mode contains no m
thanN photons. AnyM-mode state of this kind can be wri
ten as a superposition of no more thand5(N11)M product
states,

uc&5(
j 51

d

qje
iu j u f j 1&1u f j 2&2•••u f jM &M . ~29!

We can conditionally generate state~29! if we first prepareM
entangled states (k51, . . . ,M )

ufk&5(
j 51

d

u f jk&u1& jk , ~30!

whereu1& jk denotes a single-photon state of the (j ,k)th aux-
iliary spatial mode. As discussed above, states~30! can be
prepared with the help of the scheme depicted in Fig.
Then, we carry out a joint measurement on all auxiliary ph
tons. The stateuc& is obtained if we project the auxiliary
modes onto anM-photon entangled state:

uCM ,d&5(
j 51

d

qje
2 iu j u1& j 1u1& j 2•••u1& jM . ~31!

If we denoteuFM ,d&5uf1&uf2&•••ufM& then we can write

uc&5^CM ,duFM ,d&. ~32!
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With the help of the techniques developed in the fram
work of the quantum computation with linear optics, the e
tangledM-photon state~31! can be mapped onto a produ
state ofM photons which can then be detected by observ
an appropriateM-photon coincidence. The factorization co
sists of a sequence of the controlled-SHIFT ~C-SHIFT! gates for
two qudits. TheC-SHIFT gate is defined as follows:

u1& jku1& j 8k8→u1& jku1& j 82 j ,k8 , ~33!

where j 82 j should be calculated modulod. As shown in
Ref. @61# this transformation can be~probabilistically! per-
formed with the use of single-photon sources, passive lin
optics, and photodetectors with single-photon sensitivity
we apply theC-SHIFT gate to the qudits 1 andk, wherek
52, . . . ,M , then state~31! is mapped onto product state o
M photons

uCM ,d&→S (
j 51

d

qje
2 iu j u1& j 1D u1&d2•••u1&dM . ~34!

D. State preparation with quantum memory

The above described procedure for the preparation of
genericM-mode entangled state clearly shows that our
proach is indeed general since it allows us, in principle,
generate an arbitrary state. But the success probability of
scheme will be exponentially small in general. The prepa
tion procedure will therefore have to be repeated expon
tially many times to produce the desired state. In the res
this section we shall argue that the number of operati
required to produce the desired state can be significantly
creased if a quantum memory is available.

The advantage of the quantum memory is that it allo
one to wait until successive steps in the state generation
tocol have succeeded before proceeding with the next st
For instance, in the scheme described in Fig. 6, one can
produce the statesu f̃ j& and store them in a memory befor
proceeding with the production of the entangled state~24!.
Suppose that the stateu f̃ j& can be prepared with the probabi
ity Pj . Without quantum memory the probability of simu
taneous preparation of thed statesu f̃ j& is P5) j 51

d Pj and the
number of required operations thus scales asNO}1/P. If,
after a successful preparation, we store each stateu f̃ j& in a
memory, we reduce the number of required operations
NO}( j 51

d 1/Pj . The quantum memory is also essential
boosting the probability of success of the probabilistic log
gates for single photons proposed by Knill, Laflamme, a
Milburn @26#. As explained in the preceding section, the
gates are required in the present scheme for performing
QND measurements of photon number and for manipulati
and Bell measurements on qudits represented by single
tons ind spatial modes.

A more elaborate use of a quantum memory is to build
state using arecursive procedurebased on the Schmidt de
composition. This method is similar to that analyzed in R
@24# where the number of operations required to produ
‘‘cat states’’ was drastically decreased by using a recurs
5-7
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procedure and a quantum memory. The method is best
plained on an explicit example. Suppose we would like
prepare a four-mode stateuc&ABCD . The Schmidt decompo
sition of this four-mode state with respect to a bipartite sp
ting into theAB andCD modes can be written as follows

uc&ABCD5(
j 51

d

qj uw j&ABup j&CD , ~35!

where uw j&AB and up j&CD form orthogonal bases in som
subspaces of the Hilbert space of modesAB and CD, re-
spectively. The number of the terms in the Schmidt deco
position ~35! is bounded byd<(N11)2 while, in general,
(N11)4 terms were necessary in the general procedure
Sec. IV C. Decomposition~35! suggests that we could obta
the stateuc&ABCD via entanglement swapping if we first pre
pare two entangled states

uF&ABX5(
j 51

d

uw j&ABu1&Xj
,

uF8&CDY5(
j 51

d

up j&CDu1&Yj
. ~36!

Now the entangled statesuF&ABX and uF8&CDY can be pre-
pared using the general procedure of Sec. IV C. However
states of the specific form~36!, a simpler procedure can b
devised. One first generatesd statesuw̃ j&AB where the tilde
indicates thatuw̃ j& is related touw j& via relations similar to
those described by Eqs.~12!. The stateuF&ABX is then pre-
pared with the help of the device shown in Fig. 6 where
modeB of uw̃ j&AB is sent to thej th input port of the interfer-
ometer. The only modification is that we must also erase
spatial information carried by theA modes of the state
uw̃ j&AB and perform the quantum-state truncation after
erasing. Briefly, alld modesAj are combined on an array o
d21 beam splitters and the detectors monitor the firsd
21 output ports. If these detectors do not register any p
ton, then the erasing procedure succeeded and we appl
quantum scissors to the state in thedth output port.

Clearly, this recursive procedure can be extended to
number of modes. The resulting scheme resembles a
structure involving repeated applications of the entangl
scheme shown in Fig. 6 and the entanglement swapping
produces an 2m-mode state from twom-mode states en
tangled with auxiliary single photons. This scheme relyi
on quantum memory may possibly lead to a substantial
provement of the generation probability, similarly to the ca
of the two-modeN-photon cat states@24#.
-
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the scheme proposed in the present pap
universal, in that arbitrary multimode entangled states
light can be probabilistically generated. The resources
quired are passive linear optics, single-photon sourc
strong coherent states, and detectors with single-photon r
lution. This result clearly illustrates the versatility and pow
of the approach relying only on linear optics and single ph
tons.

It is fair to say, though, that the suggested setup is ra
complicated and involves several nontrivial operations s
as the quantum nondemolition measurement of a single p
ton, quantum scissors, and transformations of photonic
dits encoded as a state of a single photon ind spatial modes.
We have shown that all these operations can be~probabilis-
tically! implemented with the resources that we consid
here. The resulting procedure may become very complex
general states. However, it should be emphasized that b
ing a state like~29! must necessarily be complicated becau
of the large number of parameters@(N11)M21 complex
numbers# that characterize this state and that must be fix
by the preparation scheme. We have also analyzed i
simple case the effect of realistic experimental conditio
~imperfect detectors and imperfect single-photon sourc!.
Although they decrease the fidelity of the final state, imp
fections of the order of a few percent may be accepta
Finally, we have argued that the use of a quantum mem
can decrease the number of operations required to prod
the desired state.

We hope that this paper will stimulate the efforts towar
experimental demonstrations of the basic building blocks
our scheme, such as the conditional generation of sin
mode finite superpositions of Fock states and the prepara
of two-mode entangledN-photon states required for th
quantum-state truncation.
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